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The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver) took the Chair at 2.30 p.m., and
read prayers.

FLUORIDATION OF WATER
Inquiry by Select Committee: Motion
THE HON. Rt. H. C. STUBBS (South-

East) [2.38 p.m.): I move-

That
pointed
upon-

a Select Committee be ap-
to inquire into and report

(1) The desirability or otherwise
of introducing fluoridation of
water into the reticulation
systems and supply to the
capital city and town supplies
in Western Australia;

(2) the particular advantages to
the health of the communi-
ties by such introduction;

(3) whether benefits to dental
health may reasonably be ex-
-pected in Western Australia
from the addition of fluoride
to public water supplies, hav-
ing regard to the results of
the fluoridation of water sup-
plies in other countries;

(4) whether any disadvantages
may result from the addition
of fluoride to waters naturally
containing less than one part
of fluoride per million:

(5) whether It Is desirable or ex-
pedient that local authorities
should be permitted to decide
on such addition for the
benefit of residents, particu-
larly children, of their dis-
tricts;

(6) whether there are any prac-
ticable methods of adjusting
the daily intake of fluoride
other than by addition to the
water consumed;

(7) whether, and to what extent,
the Government should take
any steps in relation to the
Powers or actions of local
authorities in respect of any
of the foregoing matters; and

(8) generally, to inquire into any
other such questions that
may come to notice in the
course of inquiries into the
foregoing matters being in-
vestigated.

I move this motion because I believe the
question of the fluoridation of public
water supplies is a very perplexing and
confusing one at the present time. we
are being given various sides of the
question. People are getting literature
presenting the case both for and against
and, as I have said, they are becoming
confused and perplexed.

During my speech on the subject I will
be as fair as I can. I will give the argu-
ment for one side, and then the argument
for the other, the idea being to tell this
Chamber, to the best of my ability, what
the arguments are, both for and against.
I will also give my reasons why we should
have a Select Committee. As I have
already said, the people in Western Aus-
tralia are confused and they should know
more about this subject. I believe they
are entitled to know more about it. We
have been given certain information about
the advantages of the fluoridation of the
Public water supplies of Western Australia,
and this Information is certainly con-
vincing. However, we have been given
information in connection with the anti-
fluoridation Point of view, and, again, the
literature and arguments are just as con-
vincing. For this reason, the People of
Western Australia are becoming Increas-
ingly frustrated and perplexed and have
not a clue generally about the subject.

It is my desire that they should know
more about it. Therefore, we should hold
this inquiry in as fair a manner as pos-
sible so the public can be given some lead.
We are told that fluoridation is a wonder-
ful health measure and Is supposed to be
the best health measure that has been
introduced during the 20th century. The
People who favour fluoridation tell us
that water fluoridated at one part per mil-
lion will prevent tooth decay and, there-
fore, will be a wonderful thing for the
children of our State. We are told it is
not a cure, as it is not possible to cure
dental caries. All that can be done is to
prevent tooth decay.

Fluoridation of water supplies is not
mass medication, because mass medication
gives the impression that medicine is being
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administered to cure something, whereas
in this case it is simply a preventative.
Again, I am quoting what the People In
favour of fluoridation tell us. On the
other hand, we are told that fluoride Is
a deadly poison; and we do know it is put
into insecticides and is used to kill rats.
Of course many other substances, if used
In excess, are poisonous.

However, with all the propaganda at
the present time, people are entitled to
become alarmed. It does not matter how
much Parents would like to do for their
children, when they hear both sides of
this argument they are perplexed and do
not know what to do. Therefore, I want
them to know more about it. Recently
we read of those thalidomide babies, and
the effect of that drug, so people are
alarmed at using something that has not
been proved to their satisfaction. We also
know that in the cure of certain diseases
by the use of certain drugs, some people
become drug addicts.

As members of Parliament we have a
responsibility to the people of Western
Australia to Inquire into this subject. We
should do so calmly and without emotion,
but with the utmost efficiency. I believe
that if this Select Committee is appointed,
whatever findings are brought out, whether
they be for or against fluoridation, the
people of Western Australia will have
sufficient confidence to adopt those find-
ings. The committee should thoroughly
investigate every avenue, every bit of
literature, and all the evidence that is
available, both for and against; and every
allegation should be traced to the truth.
because, after all, the important thing is
to get to the truth of this matter. This
can be achieved by appointing the Select
Committee and holding an inquiry.

At the moment all we have to go by
is what we read in the papers and, as I
have said, one case is just as convincing
as the other. World authorities have been
quoted as being both for and against
-fluoridation. For every eminent professor,
doctor, or dentist who is quoted as being
for it, an eminent professor, doctor, or
dentist is quoted as being against it. There-
fore, this subject cries out for an inquiry.

I read that 98 per cent, of the Australian
population suffers, from some form of dental
trouble. People have either had teeth
extractions, teeth fillings, or artificial
dentures; but 98 per cent. of the popula-
tion of Australia have had some form of
dental care.

Looking into the economics of the sub-
ject, Australia's dental bill is £20,000,000
per year. Western Australia's dental bill
is £2,500,000 per year. The other evening
I asked a question on the cost of dental
care to the Government of Western Aus-
tralia. I was curious to see whether the

costs were mounting. My question was-
What is the total cast of dental

services in Western Australia to the
Public Health Department for the
years-

(a) 1960-61;
(b) 1961-62; and
(c) 1962-63?

The reply was--
The total cost of dental services in

Western Australia to the Public Health
and Medical Departments is as fol-
lows:-

1960-61 £.. 190,583
1961-62 £. .. 230,927
1962-63 £. .. 247,841

It will be seen that dental costs are rising
in our own department; and according to
our history of dental decay, costs will con-
tinue to rise until the figure becomes a
prohibitive one for the department.

Although dentists are in favour of the
fluoridation of public water supplies, the
strange fact is that dentists have a vested
initerest in dental decay. This leads to
confusion. People say that dentists must
have some ulterior motive in sup porting
fluoridation, and they are probably sus-
picious. The tragedy is that if there is
mierit in the fluoridation of public water
water supplies, children are suffering from
denital decay while officials argue the
Point, procrastinate, and fail to reach a
d'ecision. I say again that a Select Com-
mittee to inquire into this subject is a
good thing, and the sooner it is brought
about the better.

Perhaps I can digress a little and relate
the history of fluoridation. In America
there were two dental surgeons, Dr. McKay
and Dr. Black. During their travels around
the various states of America they found
that in certain communities people had
mottled teeth. Although their teeth were
mottled they were in perfect condition
and there were no signs of dental decay.
The two dental surgeons wondered why.
We know this defect now as fluorosis, but
at that timnefluoride had not been isolated.

The two dental surgeons did a lot of
research into the subject, and they tried
for years to find out the causes of the
defect. At each dental seminar the sub-
ject was brought up, and dentists from all
parts of America mentioned similar hap-
penings in their own localities. All the
teeth-cleaning methods possible were tried,
but they could not remove this mottling.
The strange fact was that the teeth re-
mained in perfect condition. This fluorosis
is now known as Colorado stain, because
it was discovered at Colorado Springs. It
is also called Texas tooth, because Texas
was another place where the high fluoride
content in the water caused this mottling
effect.
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The Alumina Co. of America is a sub-
s!diary of the Republic Mining Co. of
America, and this company was mining
bauxite at a town called Bauxite. For
some reason the public got the idea that
the manufacture of alumina products was
causing this fluorosis of the teeth: that it
Was a poison. The company's output fell
considerably, and the company found it
necessary, in order to maintain its sales,
to find out the cause of this fluorosis.
A chemist named Churchill caused a study
to be made of* the rarer elements found
in bauxite water, and it was discovered
that the water contained a relatively high
amount of fluoride. The figure was 13.7
parts per million. The company's main
objective, of course, was to shift the re-
sponsibility from themselves and so pro-
mote sales, and it was able to isolate the
fluoride. There were other places--South
Dakota; Oakley, Idaho; and Colorado
Springs--which had from two to 13 parts
per million of fluoride in the water supply.

After it had been established that the
water supply was causing the fluorosis,
there was a move in America in 1950 to
study the subject scientifically. Research
found that in water supplies of less than
two parts per million, people had sound
teeth and there was no sign of fluorosis.
The use of fluoride in public water sup-
plies was adopted by the Public Health
Department of America, the American
Dental Association, the American Associa-
ton of University Women, and 54 other
groups--that is, they adopted the use of
one part per million to promote healthy
teeth.

There have been a number of publica-
tions both for and against this suibject. As
a matter of fact there are 10.000 publica-
tions in favour of fluoridation all over
the world, and one constantly reads of
new publications in favour of it.

The antifluoride people tell us that the
town of Andover in England adopted
fluoridation and after live years stopped
It. The antifluoride people tell us that
It was due to ill-effects on children, but
those in favour of fluoridation say there
was no scientific reason. They say it was
a legal matter. Again, I am quoting from
what I have read. The town of Andover
had a population of 3.000 people. and a
Plebiscite was held to see whether the
people would be in favour of fluoridation.
The British Public Health Services chose
Andover as one of the towns for the intro-
duction of fluoridation on an experimental
basis, for future reference.

Out of 3,000 people 15 voted against it,
and the local council went ahead with the
idea as they said it was majority rule. The
people of the town used water with fluoride
added for several years until the 15 who
had objected obtained legal advice and
found that there was no Act of Parliament
under which the local council could carry

on with fluoridation. These people ob-
tained an injunction against the Andover
County Council and it had to cease the
fluoridation of its water supply. That is
what I read about the case.

The antifluoridation people say that
fluodine fed to rats caused the rats to have
mottled teeth. I presume they mean
fluoride, because fluorine is a gas that does
not occur in a native state, and it always
combines with a metal. Alcoa was blamed
for promoting fluoridation to get rid of its
waste products.

The antifluoridation people also claim
that the aluminiumn companies of America
were lining their pockets with Profits from
the sale of waste products. Charles T.
Betts hinted that fluorine caused "dry
birth babies" and blamed the American
nation for birth control on a nation-wide
basis by placing poisonous fluorine in the
drinking water.

Fluoridation was called socialised medi-
cine and a communist conspiracy. It was
said it would weaken the minds of the
people and was described as a public rape.
The antifluoridation. people said those in
favour of it were socialistic do-gooders and
communist subversives. They said these
people were Russian-born and lIron Cur-
tain doctors, and that sodium fluoride
acted as a corrodent and paralysing agent
upon nerves and brain.

The profluoride people say that at one
part per million fluoride is harmless. One
Part Per million is two drops in 15 gallons
of water, which is equivalent, in length
measurement, to 1 inch in 15 miles. They
also say that just as oxygen is a lifesaver,
common salt is necessary, distilled water
has its uses, iron helps in the case of
anaemia, and vitamins help with the de-
ficiency diseases, fluoride can help in pre-
venting teeth decay, However, all these
things-oxygen, salt, distilled water, iron.
and vitamins-can be killers if taken in
large enough doses.

The pro-fluoride people also tell us that
before there would be any morbidity with
water fluoridation a person would have to
drink, at one sitting, 4,000 pints of water
at one part per million. They also say
that the reticulation of water supplies
would be an easier means, than otherwise.
of controlling fluoridation, and it can be
controlled to the extent of between 0.9 and
1.1 parts per million. There view is that
it is easier to control by the fluoridation
of the water supply because the amount of
fluoride can be weighed out and only that
amount mixed with a given amount of
water in the system.

On the other hand we are told that with
the fluoridation of our reticulation system
the position could be. as it has been in
other places, that at various taps at differ-
ent periods of the day the content would
range from about .8 to 1.34 parts per
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million. Those who are opposed to fluori-
dation also claim that that would be
detrimental to the health of the people.

The pro-fluoride people tell us that
fluoride is a trace element. We all know
the effects trace elements have had on our
soils that are deficient in those elements.
The soil at Esperance is deficient in copper
and molybdenum, and trace elements have
overcome that deficiency. We know, too,
the effect of cobalt on deficiencies in stock.
Trace elements are very useful but used to
excess they are dangerous.

We use vitamins for anaemnia, and
anaemia is caused through a lack of iron.
We use iron to arrest that complaint, and
for scurvy we use vitamin C. We know
that beri-beri is a deficiency disease and
vitamin BI will cure that. Rickets are
caused by a lack of vitamin D, and so we
could go on. it is said that teeth decay
is caused by a lack of fluoride of one part
per million.

The people who are In favour of fluori-
dation tell us that we should have faith
in our doctors and our scientists. We have
adopted immunisation, they say, and as we
have faith in that so we should have faith
in fluoridation. In our time we have all
experienced the wonderful results that
have been achieved in regard to polio-
myelitis through inmunisation with the
Salk vaccine. When immunisation was
introduced the ratio of polio dropped

-dramatically. We know, too, that whoop-
ing cough was one of the biggest killers
of babies but that has been arrested by
immunisation. We know that diphtheria
has been arrested and it is a rare occur-
rence these days to hear of a death caused
by diphtheria. When we do read about it,
it is usually a child who has not been
immunised.

Tetanus is another killer, but there
should never be a tetanus death if people
were immunised. We drink pasteurised
milk every day and do not even think
about it now. The pasteurisation of milk
was recommended by the scientists. We
undergo x-rays for tuberculosis, and we all
know how dramatically tuberculosis has
been arrested.

The Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: Do you
purify water?

The Hon. R. H. C. STURDS9: Purified
water would not do us much good. Talk-
ing of water, in Canberra the people have
to put a drop of iodine in the Water every
day because it lacks iodine. We believe in
blood transfusions, and they are wonder-
ful. The proponents of fluoridation tell
us all these things, and the opponents of
it give us other statistics which are just
as convincing.

The World Health Organisation has
adopted the idea of fluoridation. Its mem-
bers say that it is a wonderful health
measure, and members of that organisa-
tion come from every country. They have

adopted it; and the world's dental authori-
ties, and also the medical authorities, tell
us that it is quite all right. Professor
Martin of the Sydney University has been
a great advocate of fluoridation, and in
cities such as Chicago, Philadelphia, Pitts-
burg, and others in America the fluorida-
tion of water supplies has been adopted.

Coming closer to home, there has been
fluoridation in New Zealand for many
years, and the people in New South Wales
have it. In Tasmania fluoridation has been
adopted for 10 years, and 20 per cent. of
its population drink fluoridated water of
one part per million. As a matter of fact,
the Government of that State subsidises
fluoridation to the extent of 60 per cent.
of the cost, while the local authorities pay
the remaining 40 per cent. The Govern-
ment also pays pound for pound the cost
of maintaining and running the equip-
ment.

Opponents of fluoridation tell us that it
Causes mongolism in children; that it is
the arch killer of mankind; and that it
should be kept out of drinking water. They
further say that fluoridation causes kidney
diseases, affects the bone structure, and
is useless when taken by those over 12
years of age. They list a host of other
complaints.

I refer to a publication by the University
of Michigan on the classification and
appraisal of objections to fluoridation, In
this publication hundreds of cases are
listed, and each case was examined and
appraised. As a matter of interest I would
like to refer to some of the objections
which are mentioned. They include:
diarrhoea, constipation, tuberculosis.
anaemnia, lowered mentality, failing
memory, nail biting, impaired glands,
dermatitis, shrivelled skin between toes,
rickets, flat feet, abortions and still births,
left-handedness, allergic manifestations,
and many others.

The University of Michigan invited ob-
jections to fluoridation, and the fifth year
students were selected to examine and
appraise each case. After that, the senior
medical tutors went over those investiga-
tions and checked them. Their findings
are embodied in this publication before me.
It is too long a document for me to read,
but I am prepared to make it available to
any member who desires to examine it.

There is a large array of prominent
names against fluoridation, and they
include--

Professor Anton Qordonoff (Profes-
sor of Toxicology and Pharmacology
at the University of Berne, Switzer-
land.)

Professor Andrea Benaglano (Dean
and Director of the Dental School of
Medicine and Surgery of the University
of Rome.)
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Dr. George L. Waldbott of Detroit,
Michigan. U.S.A. (Fellow of the
American College of Physicians.)

The names of other Prominent medical
men against fluoridation are listed on page
48 of this year's Hansard. For every
authoritative name submitted in favour of
fluoridation, another can be found against
it.

If fluoridation is to be introduced in
Western Australia, then in my view each
shire council should have a say as to
whether or not fluoridation be adopted. In
answer to a question asked in this House
the other evening it was stated that '77 per
cent. of the shire councils expressed
approval of fluoridation. Talks on health
education were held in 83 shire councils,
and 64 of them-representing '77 per cent.
--expressed approval of fluoridation. Ap-
parently the balance did not reject it
entirely.

The Proponents of fluoridation point
out that it costs is. Per head per year to
supply fluoridated water at one part per
million. That means the normal cost of
dental care for one tooth is equivalent, to
the cost of supplying fluoridated water for
half the lifetime of the average person;
because it costs at least 35s. for the care
of a tooth, and that is equivalent to the
cost of supplying fluoridated water for 35
Years. However, the opponents of fluori-
dation consider the cost to be too great.

At this stage I want to refer to some of
the material published in opposition to
fluoridation. The first is by the Associa-
tion of American Physicians and Surgeons'This organisation passed a resolution as
follows:-

Resolution on Use of Water Supply
as Vehicle for Drugs

Whereas, the right to determine
what shall be done to one's own body
is fundamental, and

Whereas, water is necessary for life,
and

Whereas, many people are depend-
ent on public supplies for water.

Therefore, be it resolved that the
Association of American Physicians
and Surgeons, Inc., assembled in San
Francisco, California, this 12th day of
April, 1958, condemns the addition of
any substance to public water supplies
for the purpose of affecting the bodies
or the bodily or mental functions of
the consumers.

And be it further resolved that
copies of this resolution be trans-
mitted to the President of the United
States, the members of Congress. the
Governors of the several states, and
the mayors of our principal cities, and
released to the media of Public in-
formation.

Adopted by the Assembly
gates of the Association of
Physicians and Surgeons,

and Dele-
American
Inc., at

their Annual Meeting held in San
Francisco, California, Hotel Mark
Hopkins, April 12, 1958.

CYRUS W. ANDERSON, M.D.,
President.

Another is a pamphlet containing the fol-
lowing:-

Fluoridation was first used in water
supplies in U.S.A. in 1951, when one
Oscar Ewing, previously attorney to
the Aluminium, Company of America
(alumninium slag heaps provide a
source of sodium fluoride), became
head of the U.S. Federal Security
Agency with absolute control over
Federal Health. Welfare and Educa-
tion, and with full censorship powers
over all official handouts from 17
bureaus. Ewing succeeded in having
fluoridation adopted in hundreds of
American towns. Hundreds of these
towns have now thrown out fluorida-
tion.

Dr. B. C- Saunders, Lecturer in
Organic and Inorganic Chemistry at
Cambrige University. said:

"Sodium fluoride is incorporated
in many powders designed to kill
cockroaches, mice and rats. At one
time it was used as a food preserva-
tive, but it is much too dangerous
for this purpose-many cases of
poisoning of human beings by
sodium fluoride have been recorded.

A case is recorded of 47 out of
263 patients dying in a hospital
after eating food in which sodium
fluoride had been incorporated. The
lethal dose for adults Is estimated at
between 5 g and 10 g, and 17 g, is
calculated to kill within one hour.
The ingestion of sublethal doses
often leads to nephrites and injury
to the liver (jaundice)..."

There is a lot more but I do not think I
will weary the House with it. The follow-
ing was written by the Rev. Jonas
Shepherd of the Presbyterian Church in
London, Ontario, Canada:-

Fluoridation of Water Supplies
The Moral Aspect

It is morally bad to impose on an-
other person something he does not
desire when that person harms no
one else by wishing to refrain.

It is morally bad to bring discredit
upon noble professions like medicine,
dentistry and other dedicated pur-
suits, as the water fluoridation pro-
gramme and its promotion has done.

It is morally evil to take away the
religious freedom of people like
Christian Scientists who are deprived
of such by fluoridation.
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It is morally evil to promote a pro-
gramme and convey the impression
that no authoritative voice opposing
the Programme is to be taken seriously,
when such is not the case.

It Is morally wrong to advertise
only one side of a political Issue such
as fluoridation, as do many Boards of
Health, and use public money to do so.

And so it goes on. The last paragraph
reads-

It is morally evil to do in our
city that for which Nazi physicians
were hanged-medicating without the
patient's consent.

I would now like to come closer to home.
I wrote to the Minister for Health In New
South Wales out of curiosity, and asked
him all about fluoridation in that State,
and the following is a letter I received
f rom him:-

Dear Mr. Stubbs,
Further to my acknowledgment of

12th March, 1963, In respect of your
request for information as regards the
fluoridation of Public Water Supplies,
I now enclose herewith a copy of
'New South Wales Fluoridation of
Water Supplies Act, 1957" and of the
Regulations thereunder. Also attached
for your information is a copy of my
Department's publication "Fluorida-
tion of Public Water Supplies in New
South Wales" and a copy of a report
made available by the United King-
dom Information Services, outlining
the results of a five-year study of
fluoridation of Public Water Supplies
in Britain.

The New South Wales Government
recognises water fluoridation as an
effective, safe and Practical public
health measure, and this view is also
held by the Australian Dental and
Medical Associations, and the National
Health and Medical Research Council.
In this State the legality of fluorida-
tion of Public Water Supplies is clearly
established under the Fluoridation
Act and relevant Regulations, which
provide for effective controls over the
processes of fluoridation, so as to en-
sure the safety of this measure.

This legislation provides that the
final decision as to whether a scheme
for fluoridation of a community water
supply in a particular area shall be
implemented or not rests with the
Local Water Authority, that Is, pro-
vided that in the event of the
Authority deciding to Introduce fluori-
dation, the scheme proposed has met
,with the approval of the Board of
Health.

At the present time there are three
centres in this State, which have
fluoridated water supplies;. these

centres are Yass, Orange and Ccl-
burn. Yams commenced fluoridation
of the Local Water Supply in 1956
and Goulburn and Orange in late 1961
and early 1952 respectively. There Is
growing support for fluoridation and
my Government in August last year,
approved of a scheme whereby the
State would contribute on a £ for E
basis with each Water Supply Autho-
rity, in respect of the purchase and
installation of fluoridation equipment.

In recent months, the Board of
Health has approved of applications
from the Local Authorities concerned
for the Public Water Supplies at
Tenterfield. Cooma, Condobolin and
Uraila to be fluoridated. It is antici-
pated that the majority, if not all, of
these centres, will introduce fluorida-
tion in the very near future.

Thirty other Water Supply Authori-
ties in the State have resolved, in
principle, to introduce fluoridation
and it is envisaged that Quite a num-
ber of these Authorities will be making
applications to the Board of Health
for approval to implement fluoridation
proposals during the course of this
year.

Tamworth is one of these Authori-
ties and the Institute of Dental Re-
search, University of Sydney, has under
way a dental survey in this particular
area, with a view to ascertaining the
state of dental health of the commun-
ity. prior to the introduction of fluori-
dation and at regular intervals extend-
ing over a period of ten years subse-
quent to fluoridation. it Is felt that
the information obtained through the
survey will prove beyond all doubt.
the efficiency of fluoridation as a
means of reducing very substantially
the incidence of dental caries.

I would also like to read a letter from the
Minister for Health in Hobart. It is dated
the 14th March, 1963. and is as follows-

re: Fluoridation of Water

I am in receipt of your letter of the
8th March, concerning the above, and
I have pleasure In enclosing a copy
of legislation which empowers Muni-
cipal Authorities to fluoridate their
water supplies.

The Government assists Municipal
Authorities in the establishing of
fluoride schemes to the extent of 60%
contribution by the Government to
40% by the Municipality, and in ad di-
tion assists with maintenance costs
on a Z for £ basis.

Fluoridation in Tasmania com-
menced in 1953 at Beaconsfield, a
town in the north of Tasmania, with
a population of approximately 6,000.

711:
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In 1953,- before fluoridation com-
menced, a survey of children's teeth
in the Beaconsfield area, revealed that
16.617 of children attending the
Beaconsfield School had caries free
permanent teeth. Today, the latest
figures available reveal that after 10
years of fluoridation, 710% of children
in this age group enjoy this condition
which indicates the benefits that
fluoridation will bring. No case of
ill health due to fluoridation at
Beaconsfield has been revealed, in
spite of intensive investigations.

Subsequently, the town of Riverside,
which is also controlled by the
Beaconsfield Municipality, was fluori-
dated in 1961, and Launeeston, con-
trolled by the Launceston City Council,
and of which Riverside is a suburb,
was fluoridated in 1962. At the pre-
sent time, approximately 20% of Tas-
mania's population is drinking fluori-
dated water.

It is intended La conduct a complete
investigation and evaluation of the
results of Beaconsfield at the end of
the 10th year of fluoridation which
occurs this year. I would be pleased
to forward you a copy of this report
when it is available....

In the meantime, I amn enclosing for
your information, copies of fluorida-
tion publications....

I read those letters because they are closer
to home and I thought the information
contained in them might be of interest to
members.

I also have here the report of the Royal
Commission conducted in New Zealand.
There was an inquiry in 1957 conducted by
a judge of the Arbitration Court, a bio-
chemist, and a merchant, and they in-
vited both fluoridation people and anti-
fluoridation people from all over the
wiorld; and all the leading scientists, both
for and against, from America anid other
places gave evidence. If a leading authari-
ity was not able to give evidence, the
commission obtained his documents and
literature and went through them. Every-
thing was evaluated, after which this re-
port was issued.

As I have said before, if fluoridation is
ever adopted In this State we will, in my
opinion, have to enact legislation to allow
towns to accept it if they want it or reject
it if they are against it. Of course I would
say that would be a pity, because if we had
a Select Committee it could possibly say
it is not needed in the country and will
do no good. It is for the Select Committee,
if it is agreed to, to go into the question.
I have just put that forward as a thought.

In conclusion, I think I have made out
a case for the holding of an inquiry. We
can say that the people want to know all
about this matter. At the moment they

must be confused with everything they
hear and read. I believe that a Select
Committee coming from this Chamber
would give the people confidence, and ii
the Committee rejected the claims for
fluoridation, I think the people would
accept the Committee's recommendation;
and if the Committee said it was in favour,
then I believe the people would accept
that recommendation.

Debate adjourned, on motion by ThE
Hon. A. P. Griffith (Minister for Mines)

METROPOLITAN REGION
IM4PROVEMENT TAX

Legislation to Remove Anomaly:
Motion

THlE BION. H. C. STRICKLAND (North)
L3.21 p.mn.): I move-

That, in the opinion of this House
the Government should legislate dur-
ing the present session of Parliameni
to relieve home owners, occupiers a:
premises, and landowners from at
unjust anomaly which exists undei
the provisions of the metropolitar
region improvement tax by-

(a) exempting from that tax a]
land reserved for public wonl
as defined in section 2 of thi
Public Works Act. 1902-1961
and

(b) refunding to taxpayers a.
their estates all metropolitaz
region improvement La:,
moneys collected on lanc
which has been reserved, re
sumed or otherwise aequirci
for public work as defined ii
section 2 of the Public Work
Act, 1902-1961.

The motion, as it reads, seems rather
large order, but actually it is not as larg
as it appears to be. The motion seeks ti
remove an injustice from landownien
home owners, and occupiers of premise
who are required, under the metropolitmi
improvement tax to contribute to a fund
and that is an anomaly by virtue of th
fact that the people actually contribute t
a fund which has for its Purpose th
destruction of their investment. In shori
that is exactly what the tax means t
people who are to be deprived of thei
land, and their homes in some cases.

Now that the scheme has been table
and we are able to have a good look at
and read the two reports that the auth
onity has submitted to Parliament--on
last year and one this year-we ate in
position to gauge to some extent the vas
implications of the metropolitan reglo:
scheme, It is an enormous undertakini
and will require a very large amount o
money to implement; and it will take year
to implement.
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As has been said in previous sessions
here, people are beginning to wonder-
and no doubt the authority and also the
Government-just where the capital is to
come from to implement the scheme. I
feel that to tax people who are going to
derive no benefit whatever from the
scheme is an injustice and is anomalous.
They will actually be contributing to a
fund which is to improve and enhance
the value of their neighbour's property.

Let us look at the inner ring road, or a
road-or any works for that matter-
which may not be connected with the
scheme at all. When the Government re-
sumes, or acquires, or takes land, as it calls
it, under the Public Works Act, it offers
a price to the owners and if the owners
are not satisfied the course is open for
them to go to arbitration or to the courts
for a determination.

That, in itself, is fair enough, but it
seems to me that for anybody to have to
contribute-and for many years in some
eases--to a fund which is not going C.D
enhance the value of their property, but
is going to increase the value tremen-
dously of other properties, is an injustice,
and that is the main reason I have moved
this motion in the House.

There is a very good reason for intro-
ducing it into this Chamber. As it is a
property-owner franchise for the election
of members to this House, we all have a
responsibility to look after the interests
of the property owners who elect us.

I read through the latest submission
from the town planning authority, which
describes the activities over the last
twelve months in connection with the
regional scheme, and I find there are some
illuminating cases which can be cited In
respect of objections to the scheme.

The authority said it was not worried
very much about the number of objectors.
but there is still quite a large number, and
there are many thousands of acres in-
volved. One can read through the objec-
tions and have a look at the reasons for
the reservation upon the land; the reasons
for the objections; and the reasons for
the result of those objections. I have picked
out a few Places at random just to illus-
trate the anomalous position of a person
whose Property is going to be taken from
him to make way for improvements in
the city.

I raise no objection to that at all. We
all know that town planning is essential
and must go ahead. So I raise no objection
-to town planners going ahead and improv-
ing traffic facilities. My only objection is
in regard to people being taxed who have
to go out of the area to make way for
roads.

The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver): Order! One hour having elapsed
after the time fixed for the meeting of the
House, leave will be necessary to enable
the present debate to continue.

[Resolved: That motions be continued.]

The H-on. H. C. STRICKLAND: Glanc-
ing through the list of objections we find
some cases which really stand out and
emphasise the anomalous position of the
people that my motion is designed to help.
We know that under the provisions of the
improvement tax which is superimposed on
the land tax, the same exemptions apply
as apply throughout the State under the
land tax Provisions. Any improvements
made on primary Producing properties are
non-taxable. It is found that the inci-
dence of improvement tax falls rather
heavily on some people who are liable to
lose their all, while others who are to re-
main on their existing properties will
not be subject to the tax.

For instance, I will quote from page 27
of a report made on the metropolitan
Region Scheme-Submission of Scheme
and Report on Objections, 1963. On that
page it will be found that objection
reference No. 46, refers to a Perth
town lot in Newcastle Street. The
proposal under the scheme is that this be
reserved for the city inner ring highway.
The ground of objection is that the reser-
vation should be waived as the owner relies
on the rental income for his living. The
decision was that the city inner ring high-
way reservation be maintained, the ob-
jection be dismissed, and that the objector
be advised that provision is included in
the scheme f or the eventual acquisition of
the properties which are not likely to be
required for some 15 or 20 years.

There is the case of a person whose
investment is in jeopardy and who will be
required to pay improvement tax for the
next 15 or 20 Years, according to the de-
cision of the authority. The same person
owns another Property in Newcastle Street,
and for the same reason the authority Pro-
poses to reserve that land also for the city
inner ring highway. The ground of objec-
tion raised by the owner was that the
reservation should be waived as this
property is his own home. The decision
of the authority was that the city inner
ring highway reservation be maintained,
the objection dismissed, and the objector
advised that the property will not be
required for some 15 to 20 years.

There is a person living in his own home
in Newcastle Street, and who relies for his
income on rental from another property
in the same street, and yet he has to lose
both properties and Still has to continue
paying improvement tax, according to the
decision of the authority, for the next 15
or 20 years.
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I will now refer to another case set out
on page 23 of this report from which I
amn quoting. This concerns Lots 100 and
244 on a Swan location in Belmont, The
Proposal under the scheme is that the
property be reserved for open space. The
ground of objection was that the land
should not be reserved, as drainage would
make it valuable for residential use, and
that in the meantime it was used in con-
nection with a hatchery business. The
decision of the authority was that the
objection be allowed and the land included
in the urban zone. There is a case where
the owner of that land is paying no Im-
provement tax because his land is used
for the conduct of a hatchery and he will
be able to use the land in future years
for residential purpnses.

In comparison, we have that person in
Newcastle Street who is living in his own
home and depending for his income on
the rental from another property, but be-
cause the land is required for the inner
ring highway he is going to lose both his
home and his investment and will pay
tax for the next 15 or 20 years. The
person at Belmont, however, who is
running the hatchery will eventually en-
joy the benefits from the enhanced value
of his land and will pay no tax whatso-
ever for the next 15 or 20 Years, or for
so long as the land is used for conducting
a hatchery.

I also cite the case of a factory in
Aberdeen Street, Perth, which is in exactly
the same position. The owners of that
factory are paying tax, of course, because
it is not a primary-Producing industry,
and they will continue to pay it for many
years until the property is required by
the authority.

I will now relate the circumstances
surrounding a property which is much
further out. It is one of some 3,000-
-odd acres, and at the moment it
is used for grazing. Because of that
the owner Is exempt from the pay-
ment of taxation under the Act. Under
the metropolitan region scheme, the
proposal is that a portion of that land be
reserved as a site for a cemetery. The ob-
jection raised was that the site could be
a serious hindrance to the development
of the area, but the objection was dis-
missed on the ground that in so far as the
reservation does no more than reflect a
Government decision to allocate the ceme-
tery reserve, no alteration could be made
to the scheme.

That is a case where the owners of the
land in question were looking a long Way
ahead. They are exempt from the Pay-
ment of tax because they graze cattle on
the land, and they claim that it will be
suitable for development in the future;
and It probably will be, because it Is situ-
ated on the coast and is very valuable
land. There Is another location of 3,000

acres belonging to the same people and
used for a similar purpose. They raised
objection against the reservation of a
1,500-acre lot on this property for open
space under the scheme. it was situated
on the foreshore. The round of objec-
tion was that the open space reservation
was excessive. The authority decided
that the objection be allowed to the ex-
tent that a reduction in area of approxi-
mately 75 acres be made. So, in that case,
the authority compromised with the owners
to some extent.

Members can see that there are two
cases where we can get two extremes.
Probably every objection one sees in this
report will highlight either one side or the
other of the anomalies which exist. It
seems to me it is time that we, as mem-
bers of this House, tried to rectify them.
In my motion I Propose to ask the Goy-
ernnment to Introduce legislation this
session to rectify the position.

No doubt the Minister will point out,
in reply, that the authority cannot afford
to relinquish the revenue received from
the tax. I was not present in the House
last session when the Minister explained
that the authority was able to purchase
many buildings or properties at prices
which were satisfactory to the owners
concerned and the authority. So far as
I know, those properties which are now in
the hands of the authority are let on
a rental basis, and it would have an in-
come from those rentals.

I asked the Minister if the authority
had an interest in the Federal Hotel in
George Street, and he replied that the
Federal Hotel returned a net annual rental
of something over £11,300. That is rather
substantial income for the authority from
that particular property although, based
on the purchase price of the premises, It
is Just under 4 per cent. So, while the
authority may be borrowing money to
purchase these properties, it is certainly
not losing anything. Ink its reports the
authority states that the sooner the pro-
perties can be acquired the cheaper it
will be for posterity. It did not use that
word, but that is what it means.

It is admitted that to wait some yean
bef ore purchasing or acquiring a property
may cost the authority a lot more money
On the other hand the authority Is not
worrying how much the victim will have
to pay in taxation over these years, oz
what current values are likely to be when
his property is acquired. This is purely
a matter for conjecture. Nobody knows
yet, because the implications of the plan-
ning scheme are only Just beginning to takt
efiect and hit some of the landowners more
directly.

I often wonder why the overall schemE
has received such little publicity as as
actual pl an. Since the plan of the schemc
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has been tabled, I have not seen any full-
page sketches with diagrams to show the
public where it stands. I am surprised that
there were not a greater number of objec-
tions to the scheme.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: They were all
advertised when the plan was advertised.
You do not read the newspapers.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: They
may have been advertised in the news-
papers, but advertising as such is quite
different from printing a diagram to indi-
cate the position.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: Diagrams were
also Published in the newspaper.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: This
must have been done when I was out of
the country, because I have been very
vigilant in this matter. I do not think
the full impact of the plan, or of its first,
second, and third stages are fully appre-
ciated at the moment. I am not condemn-
ing the plan itself. I am all for the plan,
and I know this sort of thing must take
place.

My complaint is that a great number of
p eople are not aware of what is happening
to their property; and far too many people
will be paying a tax for the destruction of
their own investment. That is what it
means. I hope the Minister will take this
matter seriously, and that he will discuss
with the Government the motion I have
moved, and see whether It is not possible
to bring down legislation early to overcome
the anomaly.

Sitting suspended from 3.44 to 4.3 p.m.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: I in-
cluded occupiers of premises in the motion
because they are aff ected by this tax in
an indirect way, although it falls directly
on them in many cases. It is the usual
thing, when there Is an increase in wages
or taxes, that the increase is passed on to
the occupier and is reflected in the rentals.
That is why occupiers are included in the
motion. Although the tax is minute in
its effect with regard to basic wage adjust-
ments, it is there because it is reflected in
rentals.

Let us look at the case of the owner
whom I previously mentioned-the person
who had his life's savings invested in a
Newcastle Street property. When the time
comes for his property to be acquired, there
is not the slightest doubt the valuation will
be depressed by the mere fact that it is
under reservation, and he will probably
have to accept a much lower valuation
than that placed on his neighbours' prop-
erties which, perhaps, adjoin his.

So there is another instance where, in
my opinion, landowners are going to be
Unduly penalised; and I should imagine
it would be an impossibility for them to
Purchase land in the near vicinity with
the amount of money they will receive for

the land that will be acquired. Only
recently we read in the Press where one of
the high officials in the town planning
office addressing some public meeting, or
a meeting of public men, expressed the
opinion that the properties adjoining the
inner ring road, and those roads which are
to be constructed, will increase in value at
the rate of 100 Per cent. per annum, which
is a tremendous increase.

I think in the Press the next day there
wvas another opinion which broke that
estimate down somewhat, but the opinion
was still expressed by the authority that
that will be the rate of increase.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: The Press had
a transcript of what he said, but did not
report him correctly.

The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND: I do not
know whether he was reported correctly
or not. However, a report in the Press
the following day still showed a substantial
increase. The report of the board itself
states that values will increase. Even if
there are no improved highways at all, a
5 per cent, annual increment is estimated
to be the normal thing. However, there is
not the slightest doubt that the value will
increase considerably for those whose pro-
perties will not be affected, but will de-
crease considerably for those who are
affected. Unfortunately, the latter have
to contribute to a tax which is bringing
about that position.

One organisatlon or authority is likely
to gain most of this. Let us have a look
at Government land in the heart of the
city which will not be affected. Just ima-
gine how that land is going to increase
in value as a result of these highway
improvements leading people into and
out of the city. If we start at the top of
St. George's Terrace and go down towards
the city we find we come to the Perth
Technical College, a valuable piece of land.
We have the Treasury buildings. Further
along we have Government H-ouse which
ultimately, I understand, is going to be
moved, with the permission of Parliament,
into King's Park. Then, we have the Chev-
ron Hilton Hotel, or its ghost, and the
Christian Brothers' College.

We can move out of the Terrace and
come to the chemical laboratories and the
Fisheries Department. We turn around
and find the State Housing Commission
land. Coming UP Hay Street there is the
Chief Secretary's Department which runs
right through the heart of the city. So
far as I know all of these departments
will ultimately find themselves on top of
the Observatory hill. So the Government
itself will have for sale some very valuable
land. I have only referred to a small area
of land. There is the railway land in the
heart of the city which runs from the East
Perth station to the West Perth station:
and an enormous amount of excellent land
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in the city is occupied by the Government's
marshalling yards, which will go to
Welshpool.

Therefore, I imagine if the Government
sought to raise the finance to implement
these acquisitions quickly, it would not
have much trouble with the security of
the lanid holdings it has. I do not know,
but I believe that in recent Years there
have been some contacts in London along
these lines in connection with some of the
inner city land which belongs to the Gov-
ernment. In any case, that matters little.
The fact is that the land will become
exceptionally valuable, but the Government
is not paying any improvement tax into
the fund. No Government land inside the
region is contributing anything to the fund
by way of improvement tax, although it
may be if it is rented.

A tremendous region is involved. I am
not certain of the actual boundary, but
we know it runs down to the Serpentine-
Jarrahdale road district--something like
20 to 30 miles south of Perth-up again
to the Wanneroo road district-perhaps 20
miles north of Perth-and out to the
Kalamunda road district, which could be
another 30 miles from the Fremantle coast.
So a tremendous area is involved; and
every piece of land within that region is
going to increase in value, except the
land which is to be acquired.

All I am asking the House to do is to
request the Government to bring down
legislation to relieve the landowners of
the anomaly of contributing an improve-
ment tax, which is superimposed upon their
land tax. I am not asking for land tax
to be abolished. I am asking that
the superimposed improvement tax be
adjusted, and that these people be exempt
from the tax and a refund made to those
whose land will ultimately be acquired.

Debate adjourned, on motion by The
Hon. L. A. Logan (Minister for Town
Planning).

METROPOLITAN REGION TOWN
PLANNING SCHEME ACT

AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
THE HON. L. A. LOGAN (Midland-Minister for Town Planning) [4.15

p.m.]: I move-
That the Bill be now read a second

time.
It may be appropriate for me to move
the amendment to this Act, following the
motion which has been moved by Mr.
Strickland. The amendments Proposed in
this Bill arise from the consideration of
objections to the metropolitan region
scheme by the Metropolitan Region Plan-
ning Authority and result from the de-
cision to use existing measures where pos-
sible for the administration of the scheme.

The clarity and adequacy of the compen-
sation provisions in their present form
have been questioned.

Assessment of compensation in respect
of the metropolitan region scheme is dealt
with in one of two ways--where land is
acquired by the authority the provisions of
the Public Works Act apply, and where
land is injuriously affected by the scheme
the Provisions of the Metropolitan Region
Town Planning Scheme Act apply. The
amendments proposed in this Bill are de-
signed to remove any doubt as to an
owner's entitlement to compensation and
deal with two aspects-the date on which
compensation becomes payable, and the
way in which it Is to be determined.

Clause 2 deals with amendments affect-
ing compensation for injurious affection.
Paragraphs (a) to (d) propose administra-
tive adjustments mainly arising from later
clauses. A new subsection is added by para-
graph (e)-this deals firstly with the de-
termination of compensation in cases
where land is not being acquired, and.
secondly, fixes the date at which such com-
pensation is to be determined. These ad-
ditions to section 36 of the Act cover the
points raised during the objection hearings.

Clause 3 provides for an amendment to
section 37 of the Act which deals with
compensation for land acquired by the
Metropolitan Region Planning Authority.
Detailed provisions for the assessment of
Compensation in respect of resumed land
are contained in the Public Works Act, but
in so far as it affects acquisitions for the
Metropolitan Region Scheme, some further
amplification is required. Primarily the
Public Works Act deals with acquisitions
in which limited notice of resumption is
given. The date at which compensation is
to be assessed is fixed at 60 days prior to
resumption. On the other hand, the scheme
in many cases gives a very long notice of
intention to acquire reserved land, and the
argument was advanced that this would
have the effect of depressing the value of
land so reserved.

If compensation were assessed in accord-
ance with the Public Works Act, then an
owner might not receive the full value, and
no clear provision is made for an additional
sum to be paid.

As only acquisitions in respect of the
scheme are affected in this way, an amend-
ment to the scheme Act is proposed. Clause
3 provides for the addition of the words
"or decrease". This means that in deter-
mining compensation the valuer is required
to disregard any increase or decrease aris-
ing from the subject land being reserved
under the scheme.

In case this Bill may not be easy to
follow, I have obtained two examples of
what might happen. Example 1, which
comes under section 36 of the Act, deals
with the sale of reserved land at depressed
prices. Land reserved for various purposes
in the metropolitan scheme may not be
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required for many years. Particularly in
the case of developed properties it is
reasonable to assume that there will be a
continued demand for their use. If a buyer
had the choice of two comparable proper-
ties worth £5,000, one affected by reserva-
tion and one not, he would be Prepared to
pay a higher price for the unaffected
property. Let us assume a difference of
£500, and that the seller of the affected
property sold for £4,500. The amendment
provides that the difference of £500 would
be paid by way of compensation from the
metropolitan improvement fund, and fixes
the date at which this becomes payable.

Example 2, which comes under section
37 of the Act, deals with compensation on
resumption. Let us assume two comparable
properties worth £5,000, one of them af-
fected by a reservation and resumed after.
say, 10 years. In valuing the two properties,
the valuer may well find that the affected
Property-because of the effect of the
reservation-is worth only E4,000. The
amendment provides for this apparent de-
crease in value to he disregarded and for
the unaffected value of £:5,000 to be paid.

It sets out quite clearly that any likely
effect of the devaluation of Property will
not affect the owner of the land. This
amending Bill is intended to provide the
owner of the land with just value for his
property, and this is in the interests of
property owners. The amending Bill is
proposed in order to make it perfectly
clear that owners will not be the losers.

Debate adjourned until Tuesday. the
10th September, on motion by The Hon.
F. J1. S. Wise (Leader of the Opposition).

FOREIGN JUDGMENTS
(RECIPROCAL ENFORCEMENT)

BILL
Second Reading

THE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Justice) [4.20 p.m.]: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

This Bill is being introduced as a conse-
quence of a decision of the Standing
Committee of Federal and State Attorneys-
General that legislation for the enforce-
ment of judgments given in the United
Kingdom, or in other countries, that accord
reciprocal treatment to judgments given In
the Australian States be introduced in all
States and by the Commonwealth in the
Australian Capital Territory. The passing
of this measure will facilitate the enforce-
ment in other countries of judgments given
in this State.

Legislation of a similar character has
been passed already by Victoria, Queens-
land. Tasmania, and the Commonwealth.
Since the passing of the legislation by the
Commonwealth and the other States, the
new laws have been closely scrutinised by

both Mr. Justice Hogarth of the Supreme
Court of South Australia, and Mr. Justice
Dean of the Supreme Court of Victoria. As
a consequence, certain suggestions have
been made and, though they contain no
points of principle, they are considered
improvements.

As a result, the standing committee
recommended that Mr. Justice Hogarth's
suggestions be incorporated. These sug-
gested alterations were included when this
Bill was being drafted. They will have to
be included by amending legislation in the
other States which have already passed the
Hill, and in the Commonwealth legislation.

The matter of reciprocity in the enforce-
ment of judgments of and in the Supreme
Court is dealt with at present under part
VIII of the Supreme Court Act, 1935. That
part provides only, however, for the en-
forcement of judgments in this State that
were given in the United Kingdom, and in
other parts of Her Majesty's Common-
wealth and protected and mandated terri-
tories that afford reciprocal enforcement
to W.A. judgments.

This Bill provides for the enforcement
and reciprocal enforcement not only of
those Judgments, but also of judgments of
any other foreign country with which this
State may enter into reciprocal arrange-
mnents.

The United Kingdom has been in a
position to have operative conventions with
foreign countries for the enforcement of
civil judgments since the passing of the
Foreign Judgments (Reciprocal Enforce-
ment) Act, 1935. This Bill corresponds to
that legislation.

Bearing in mind the present wide expan-
sion of Australian trade, particularly with
near Asian neighbours, and the prevailing
use of air travel and other means of quick
communication which have fostered busi-
ness relationships with other countries, it
is considered essential that this Bill, which
is much more comprehensive than the
existing provisions of the Supreme Court
Act, 1935, should be passed.

The provisions in this measure interfere
in no manner with the Commonwealth
Service and Execution of Process Act,
which regulates similar situations as be-
tween the States of Australia. However,
if we in Western Australia are to enter
into trade and commerce to any extent,
it is essential that there be some means of
enforcing judgments obtained in other
countries against our own nationals and
vice versa.

There are, nevertheless, some limitations
on the types of judgments which it is pro-
posed may be enforced. These are clarified
in subelause (2) of clause 5, where it will
be seen that the provisions in the Bill are
not related to matrimonial matters, the
administration of the estates of deceased
persons, bankruptcy, the winding up of
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companies, lunacy, or the guardianship of
infants. One good reason for the exclusion
of these matters is that they relate largely
to matters of status.

The main purpose of Introducing the
legislation is to facilitate the recovery of
money judgments-that is, the recovery of
a sum of money payable under a judgment
-and that is the principal use to which it
will be applied. There is, for instance, no
reciprocity with Japan at present but with
the passing of this measure, we will be in
a far better position to bring about such
reciprocity.

The intention is to grant reciprocity,
when required, upon the Governor-in-
Council being satisfied that another coun-
try has much the same legal processes
as ours, the same system of enforcing
judgments, and the same means of accord-
ing Justice between its nationals. It is
even Implied that foreign countries, to
which reciprocity is to be granted,- must
uphold the rules of British justice at least
to a practical point.

Clause 9. which contains useful pro-
visions covering cases in which registered
Judgments must or may be set aside, is
worthy of special note. It provides for
the setting aside of a judgment in the
event of the Supreme Court being satisfied
that the courts of the country of origin
had no jurisdiction in the circumstances,
or that no notice of proceedings was given
the judgment debtor, or, if it were given,
was not received in time to enable him
to defend himself. Other circumstances
requiring judgments to be set aside are
those where the judgment had been ob-
tained by fraud or its enforcement con-
trary to public policy in Western Australia.

The provisions in clause 10 clarify several
important aspects concerning the inter-
pretation of the jurisdiction of a foreign
court. Then, in clause 14 we find the
means by which reciprocal arrangements
operate to allow a person from this State,
who obtains judgment in our Supreme
Court, to move that judgment to a foreign
country. The provisions in the clause
facilitate the movement of action through
its provisions for the issue of certificates
by the Supreme Court here. Under reci-
procal agreement they could be registered
in a foreign country in order to enforce
recovery against a foreign national.

it will be readily ascertained through a
study of the Bill that its object is to give
us a satisfactory procedure for the en-
forcement in this State of certain judg-
ments given in other countries. It may
be helpful to point out. in particular, that
Part II, while initially dealing with the
reciprocal enforcement of judgments with
the United Kingdom and declaring what
courts may be regarded as superior courts
for the purposes of the legislation, contains
Provision for the extension of this part of

the legislation to any other Common-
wealth country or any foreign country
by Order -in-Council.

Debate adjourned, on motion by The
Hon. E. M. Heenan.

DOG ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
THE HON. L. A. LOGAN (Mid land-

Minister for Local Government) W428
p.m.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

in view of the fact that there have been
two amending Bills in the last two sessions
of Parliament, I did not expect to have
to introduce another one this session. This
is a very short Bill, containing only two
operative clauses.

The first of these is devised to meet
cases where dogs are found at large on
days when the dog pound for the district
is closed, or in cases where there is, in
fact, no dog pound. At present there is
semewbat of a gap in the legislation, and
the amendment now proposed will permnit
the Dogs' Refuge Home to receive any dog
found wandering at large on a day when
the pound is closed, or where there is no
pound; and then it will have authority
to deal with that dog in accordance with
the provisions of section 19 of the Act.

The second amendment recognises the
tact that people will sometimes take un-
wanted dogs and dump them in a street
or other place and simply abandon them,
and they then have to endeavour to find a
home for themselves. Such dogs can be-
come diseased and can be a considerable
nuisance. The amendment, therefore, pro-
poses to make it an offence to abandon a
dug, and fixes a penalty of £10. I commend
the Bill for the consideration of members.

Debate adjourned, on motion by The
Ron. WV. F. Willesee.

BILLS OF SALE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL

Second Reading
THE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburhan

-Mnister for Justice) [4.30 p.m.1: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

This Bill is intended to remove an anomaly
which arises out of the operation of the
Companies Act, 1961-1962, in conjunction
with the Bills of Sale Act. The Bill is
technical in nature and is supported by
the Law Society of Western Australia.
Its purposes are twofold. Firstly It will
establish, with clarity, that where a future
charge is given by a company the Bills of
Sale Act has no application to that charge.
Secondly, it will ensure that a security
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given by a company Prior to the corn-
.mencement of the Companies Act and
registered under the Bills of Sale Act Will
continue to be affected by the latter Act
to a limited extent after it is registered
under the Companies Act.

Debate adjourned, on motion by The
Hon. W. F. Willesee.

MINING ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

THE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Mines) (4.32 p.m.]: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

This short Bill proposes some brief but
interesting amendments to the Mining
Act. The first amendment occurs in clause
2, which amends section 50 of the princi-
pal Act. That section limits the area of
a mining lease covering payable alluvial
ground which has been already worked
and abandoned, or is suitable for leasing
on account of its great depth or excessive
wetness, or on account Of the costliness
of the appliances required for its develop-
ment, to an area of 96 acres. That pro-
vision is to remain unchanged.

As regards all other leases, except coal-
milling leases, the limit is set at 48 acres.
In the light of comparatively recent
developments in the mining Industry,
prompted by a heavier demand for
bauxite, titanium sands, tin, gypsum, and
beryl, the limitation of 48 acres is ham-
pering the development of economic nin-
ing ventures. It has been found that
mining operations in respect of these
comparatively new minerals require a
much more extensive area if they are to
prove Profitable. The reason for this lies
in the fact that many of these deposits
have a very shallow depth of some few
feet only. As a consequence, a large
surface area Is essential to justify the
outlay of the capital necessary to ensure
a productive venture with a fair return
to investors over a reasonable number of
years.

The problem was resolved temporarily
some years ago by the Promulgation under
the Mining Act of a new regulation No.
5B to meet the demand for bigger areas.
Under that regulation, mineral claims of
300 acres each are granted. There are
many hundreds of these in existence but
they are of an inferior title and do not
meet the position entirely.

One disability rendering mineral claims,
as such, inferior in title is in the matter of
income tax. The Income Tax Act Provides
certain deductions in regard to "leases.'
These deductions do not, however, apply
at all to "claims." It will be appreciated,
therefore, that clainholders in this State

are at a disadvantage compared with
leaseholders in other States. While it
might be argued that producers could hold
several 48-acre leases and so overcame the
disability in that matter, it is considered
a far more practical approach to amend
the Act.

The granting of numerous small leases
would be unwieldy to the extent of being
a nuisance to all concerned-to both the
Producers and the department-in having
to deal with a number of small holdings
over what would quite often constitute
only one economic deposit. It Is Proposed,
therefore, in clause 2 to amend section 50
to enable mineral leases, at present limited
to 48 acres, to be granted up to a maximum
individual area of 300 acres.

The passing of that amendment entails
the introduction of a consequential amend-
ment to section 87 of the Act which deals
with the amalgamation of leases. This
amendment is in clause 3 and, in effect,
permits the amalgamation of two adjoin-
ing S00-acre leases, or more than two if
their acreage is less than 300, but up to
a maximum of 600 acres only, if the adjoin-
ig leases are the property of the same

lessee. That provision does not bold as
regards goidmining leases or coalminig
leases.

In view of the large increase in the area
of a lease which may be granted to an
individual person, the restriction in sub-
section (2) of section 87, which refers to
the length of reef or lode existing in leases
to be amalgamated, is considered no longer
practicable. The Bill provides for the re-
moval Of such reference as applied to a
mineral lease, as previously referred to.

The next amendment in clause 4 is again
consequential to a degree. The purpose of
the amendment is to restrict the amal-
gamation of leases under special circum-
stances to goldmining leases. That section
deals with deep mining.

The final amendment-the one contained
in clause 5-removes a provision which
was inserted in the Act in the early days
of mining, and which was at the time
considered necessary for the stabilisation
of the industry; but its operation, at this
Point of time, is having the reverse effect.
Section 291, which it is Proposed to delete
from the Act, provides for the removal
from the goldfleld or mineral field of any
Asiatic or Africa,, alien found mining on
Crown land. The section also prohibits
the employment of an Asiatic or African
alien as a miner, or in any capacity what-
ever in or about any mine, claim, or
authorised holding.

The provision, as has been mentioned,
is a very old one introduced into Australian
mining legislation when Chinese and
Afghans made it a Practice Of following
up the "diggers" as they were then referred
to. They sifted the ore dumps and generally
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proved an embarrassment to the Australian
operators to the extent even of rioting
between the Australians and the Chinese.
The Japanese are interested in Western
Australian mineral deposits at the present.
time, and have been for some time past,
and are purchasing certain minerals from
Western Australia.

The H-on. H. K. Watson: We had one
playing golf last Sunday.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: And a very
good one too, I understand. Approaches
which have been made to Japan have come
generally from the Western Australian
deposit holders and, quite naturally, the
Japanese desire their own geologists and
engineers to examine likely deposits and
obtain firsthand knowledge of them.

It is understandable they would also
want to exercise some supervision during
the plant erection period where Japanese
equipment might be used. There would
appear to be no reasonable cause for objec-
tion being taken to their experts being
granted such facilities. On the other band,
it has been incumbent on the department
to advise the Japanese of the provision con-
tained in section 291. Bearing in mind,
however, that provision of the section.
when the matter was referred to me I
gave permission for Japanese to be at a
mine for the purpose of the supervision
of the installation of some Japanese equip-
ment that was being installed, and in
doing so I had no intention whatever of
breaking the law.

Two Western Australian shareholders
In the company, because of some internal
disagreement, apparently, objected to the
Japanese being on the mine. The objec-
tion was taken to court and beard by the
local warden who found that the Japanese
were there in contravention of section 291;
because, in fact, it appears they had actu-
ally been working there. The matter ap-
pearing before the warden's court is now
subject to appeal on the basis that section
291 conflicts with Commonwealth migra-
tion laws.

It is considered the time has come to
bring this State into line with other States
and remove the restrictions contained in
section 291 from the Statute, for no other
State has the restriction. From time to
time Japanese mining experts will need to
inspect and examine mines. The Immigra-
tion Act governs the entry and purpose of
entry of people into Western Australia, or
other States. It is believed no good reason
may be advanced why this State should
cling to its local prohibition, now long
discarded in other parts of the Common-
wealth.

The problem has been resolved through
the operation of the Migration Act, 1958.
which autborises entry permits to be
granted to immigrants. Such permits allow

the immigrant to enter Australia, to re-
main in Australia, or both. An entry per-
mit, intended to operate as a temporary
permit, specifies the period for which the
immigrant may remain in Australia, and
may be subject to conditions. Those con-
ditions are set out in section 6 of the 1958
Act.

Japan today is a major market for Aus-
tralia's minerals and products. It buys
asbestos, tin, manganese, gypsum, copper.
ilmenite, and other Western Australian
minerals. We hope she will buy iron ore
from us in very large quantities.

Debate adjourned, on motion by The
Han. WV. F. Willesee.

LEGAL PRACTITIONERS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
THE HON. A. F, GRIFFITH (Suburban

-Minister for Justice) [4.45 p.m.]: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

This is a short Bill containing amend-
ments requested by the Barristers' Board
of Western Australia. In order to clarify
the functions and Powers of the board
when an application is made by a legal
practitioner for readmission to the Bar,
section 20 (b) of the principal Act pro-
vides, inter ali, that no person shall be
admitted as a practitioner unless he has
satisfied the board and obtained from it
a certificate that he is, in the opinion of
the board, in every respect a person of
good fame and character, and fit and
proper to be so admitted.

Section 33 of the Act provides that every
application for readmission by a practi-
tioner who has been struck off the roll or
suspended from practice by order of the
Full Court shall be made to the Full Court.
provided that the court shall have no
jurisdiction to hear such application with-
out the production of a certificate from
the board that the rules relating to re-
admission have been complied with.

It will be noted that section 20 relates
only to admissions while section 33 speaks
of readmissions, and the only certificate
from the board which section 33 contem-
plates is that the rules relating to read-
missions have been complied with. No
reference is made to the requirements of
section 20 (b).

The Barristers' Board considers, there-
fore, that there is considerable doubt as
to whether it has jurisdiction to make a
formal inquiry under oath as to the fitness
of the applicant for readmission, and as
to its standing to be represented by coun-
sel at the hearing of the application by
the Full Court. It has purported to amend
its rules to permit of a proper inquiry
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into the fitness of an applicant for re-
admission, but there are doubts as to their
validity, and this amending legislation is
necessary in order to clarify the board's
jurisdiction in the matter.

It is in the interests of the public that
the board should have power to make a
full and searching inquiry into the activi-
ties of an applicant for readmnission dur-
ing the Period between the date of his be-
ing struck off the roll or suspended, and
th date of his application for readmnisslon,
and generally as to his fitness for read-
mission. It is also desirable that there
should be consistency between applicants
for admission, and applicants for readmis-
sion, in so far as inquiries made by the
Barristers' Board are concerned.

Debate adjourned, on motion by The
Ron. E. M. Heenan.

COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL

Second Reading
THE HON. H. K. WATSON (Metropoli-

tan) [4.47 p.m.]: I move-
That the Bill be now read a second

time.
This Bill does not introduce a novel prin-
ciple, nor does it introduce any new
principle. It is designed merely to 'restore
into the existing Companies Act-that is,
the Companies Act which was enacted in
1961 and proclaimed in 1962-the pro-
visions which were contained in section 269
(2) of the old Companies Act of 1943-1954.

Whatever else may be said of the Bill, I
think it must be conceded that its object
and purpose is apparent from the wording
in clause 2 on page 2. In effect, this Bill
proposes to restore to the companies legis-
lation of Western Australia, the principle
-which hitherto had existed for 10 years
or so-that when a subsidiary company of
a holding company goes into liquidation,
any claims which the holding company has
against the subsidiary company shall be
deferred until the ordinary outside credit-
ors of the subsidiary company have been
paid in full.

It is the sole aim and object of the Bill
to restore to the new Companies Act the
section giving effect to the point I have
mentioned, which existed in the old Act.
That section really ought not to have been
dropped when we adopted the new Act;
because, no doubt, during the preceding
10 years there were many creditors who
had given credit to subsidiary companies
on the strength and faith of that section
in the old Act, and the protection afforded
by it. The dropping of section 269 whici
appeared in the old Act was really a be-
trayal of creditors who had given credit
to subsidiary companies on the strength
of that section.

The necessity and the equity for such
a provision to be in the Act can be Illus-
trated by a simple example. Take a hcd-
ing company which owns all the shares
in an insolvent subsidiary company, the
position of which is this: It has assets of
£30,000, and accumulated losses of £300,00.
On the other side of the account it has
share capital of £100,000, all of which is
held by the holding company, and sundry
creditors totalling £30,000. Upon such a6
company going into liquidation the assets
amounting to £E30,000 are distributed
amongst its creditors, who are thereby paid
in full, while the holding company gets
nothing, as it should be.

Under the old Act by virtue of sec tion
269 (2) that position would have been the
same if the holding company had financed
its subsidiary as to £10,000 in shares, and
£90,000 by way of loan; that is, instead of
£100,000 in shares. But under the present
Act, and in the absence of the provision in
section 269 of the old Act, the parent com-
pany-virtually in the capacity of a
creditor of itself-ranks at £90,000 pro
rata with the outside Creditors of £30,000
in the distribution of the assets of its
insolvent subsidiary. In the result the real
creditors of the subsidiary company re-
ceive only three-twelfths of their just
claims, while the other three-quarters of
the assets are siphoned back to che holding
company.

That is the position, even if finance
by the holding company to the subsidiary
is unsecured; but if it goes through the
further device of taking security over the
assets of its subsidiary, it will be found that
the unsecured creditors of the subsidiary
company arc deprived of everything
and the whole of the assets of the
subsidiary are siphoned to the holding
company, leaving the creditors of the
subsidiary company lamenting to the tune
of twenty shillings In the pound.

It is an unfortunate fact that during
the past ten years we have seen company
operators who, without any scruple, have
used the set-up of holding companies and
subsidiary companies simply to deceive and
defraud creditors.

I submit that the old position should
be restored; that where the holding com-
pany has invested its money in a subsidiary
company, and that subsidiary company is
given credit by business houses, those busi-
ness houses, and those creditors, should be
paid in full before the holding company
ieceives anything, regardless of whether

the money the holding company has put
into the subsidiary is in the form of
shares, or loan.

it really makes no difference; because
otherwise the unsecured creditors are, in
a word, defrauded of their just claims
against the subsidiary, as the holding com-
pany is the true owner of the subsidiary;
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and, as I have said, under the position as
it stands at the moment it virtually comes
in as a creditor itself.

When the original section 269 (2) of the
aid Act was introduced an illustration
was given by the Minister for Justice
-and he drew an analogy to this effect--
that in bankruptcy the wife's claim against
her husband is deferred until all the out-
side creditors have been paid in full. That
same principle applies here; except that
here we have not even got the break
between husband and wife. Here, for all
practical purposes, it is the self-same
debtor. Unsecured creditors should not
be deprived of their legitimate claims
against the subsidiary company.

There is one 'respect only in which the
proposed section differs from section 269
of the old Act. The old Act provided that
the section should not apply to a claim by
any person against an insolvent company
under any charge now or hereafter given
by any such creditor company. I pondered
well on the question as to whether that
proviso should be continued; but in the
light of very illuminating practical experi-
ence of a general nature with companies
throughout Australia during the past ten
years--and particularly during recent years
-I would suggest there is no goad reason
for continuing that protection.

It was designed primarily for the pro-
tection of banks, but with several com-
panies in recent years we find that the
banks have been placed in an extremely
favourable and really unintended position,
as compared with unsecured creditors of
a subsidiary company. I would suggest
therefore that the protection in respect of
charges should be excluded. But naturally
it should not affect any charges which are
already in existence. It is for that reason
that the proviso to this proposed new
section reads--

Provided that nothing contained in
this subsection shall apply to a claim
by any person against the insolvent
company under any charge given by
any such creditor corporation before
the first day of January, one thousand
nine hundred and sixty-four.

In other words, the Bill does not apply to
any charge at present in existence, but it
does give the banks, and any other persons.
due notice that after the 1st January next
the protection which has hitherto existed
will not apply.

As I have said, I think it is necessary
to exclude that protection; otherwise we
will find that the holding company, by
arrangement with its bank, will have
created such arrangements to the extreme
detriment of unsecured creditors of sub-
sidiary companies, who have had no know-
ledge, and very often could have had no
knowledge, of the complete set of circum-
stances leading up to the arrangements.

Debate adjourned, on motion by The
Hon. A. F. Griffith (Minister for Justice).

CONSTITUTION ACTS AMEND-
MENT BILL

Second Reading
THE HION. R. F. HUTCHISON (Subur-

ban) [5.2 pi.m.l: I move-
That the Bill be now read a second

time.
in introducing this Bill-the purpose of

which is to rant adult franchise for the
Legislative Council in Western Australia-
I shall endeavour to show the justice of
the claim that this reform is long overdue.
I also hope to prove in plain language the
urgent need for a change of policy to help
release this grat and rowing State from
the shackles of a past era: an era which
imposed a franchise so unjust, and so
insulting to the intelligence of the people
of Western Australia as to leave one won-
dering how It has been possible for so
long to keep the population at large so
unenlightened of political justice and of
the common humnan right of democracy.
They have been kept ignorant of the fact
that those eligible to vote for the Legis-
lative Assembly elections should also be
equally eligible to vote for the Legislative
Council.

I have travelled a difficult path since
being elected to this Chamber. When I
first challenged the Suburban Province
seat I did so with the set purpose of fight-
ing the undemocratic franchise for this
House, and of doing my best to obtain a
vote for every person eligible to vote for
the Legislative Assembly of this State. I
shall continue in my endeavours until I
am successful. As members know, the
vote for the Legislative Assembly is a com-
pulsory Poll, whereas that for the Council
is not. This of course adds to the confu-
sion of thought among the people.

I do not think I need remind members
that the abolition of the Legislative Coun-
cil is a Plank of the Labor Party plat-
form, and as a Labor member I subscribe
to that policy. I think r have demon-
strated this in my speeches of loyalty to
Labor principles. It is the opinion of the
Labor Party that the Legislative Council
is an anachronism; that it is undemo-
cratic: and that Western Australia would
advance more satisfactorily without it.
The pattern of society today throughout
the democracies is moving away from in-
tolerance and political opportunism which,
in Western Australia, is practised through
the imposition of a narrow property fran-
chise.

This franchise causes much misunder-
standing among members of the public. I
discovered this only today when I was
out talking to some people. They are
compelled to vote for the Legislative
Assembly: and when they come to me with
a filled-in card, I have to tell them that
voting for the Legislative Council is not
compulsory. Of course, they want to
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know why they cannot vote if they do not
owni a Property or are not householders.
When I explain that a woman can have
a vote if she is a widow and rents a house
but cannot have a vote if her husband
rents a house, there is utter confusion in
their minds, and I think this is very uin-
Just and hampering In such a great State
as we live in today.

The definition of "Legislative Council"
in the Parhfamentary Handbook is as fol-
lows:-

After the establishment of Re-
sponsible Government the Legislative
Council was, in the first instance,
nominated by the Governor and con-
isted of fifteen members, but It was
provided that so soon as the popula-
tion of the Colony reached 60,000, it
should be elective. On the 18th July,
1893, it was proclaimed that this limit
of population was reached, and Par-
liament soon afterwards passed an Act
(57 Victoria, No. 14) amending the
Constitution and fixing the elective
number of members of the Legislative
Council at twenty-one, and divided the
Colony into seven Provinces.

By the Constitution Acts Amend-
ment Act, 1896, the Colony was divided
into eight electoral Provinces, return -
ing twenty-four Members. The Con-
stitution Acts Amendment Act, 1899,
divided the Colony into ten Provinces,
each returning three Members to the
L~egislative Council, These Provinces
were modified by the Redistribution of
Seats Act. 1904, the Redistribution of
Seats Act, 1911, the Redistribution of
Seats as promulgated on 21st Decem-
ber, 1948, the Redistribution of Seats
as gazetted on 16th August, 1955, and
the Redistribution of Seats as gazetted
on 14th December, 1961.

Which brings us to where we stand today.
The "Qualification of Members" is as fol-
lows:-

There is no disqualification by
reason of sex.

This is where the confusion starts. Con-
tinuing-

The tenure of seat of a Member is
six years. his qualification must be
that he is (a) a person of 30 years of
age and free from legal incapacity;
(b) a resident of the State for at least
two years;, (c) a natural-born or
naturalised subject of Her Majesty,
and who is either an elector entitled
to vote at an election of a Member of
the Legislative Assembly or Is quali-
fied to become such an elector. He
must not be (a) a Member of the
Legislative Assembly: (b) a Judge of
the Supreme Court: (c) Sheriff of
Western Australia, (d) a clergyman
or minister of religion; (e) an undis-

charged bankrupt or debtor against
whose estate there is a subsisting re-
cei ving order in bankruptcy. He must
not have been, in any part of Her
Majesty's dominions, attainted or con-
victed of treason or felony. He can-
not be, either directly or indirectly,
interested In a Government contract
or agreement: nor can be hold "uy
office of profit or emolument under
the Crown other than that of an
officer of Her Majesty's sea or land
forces on full, half, or retired pay.
except as one of the ten Responsible
Ministers, or as President of the
Council or Chairman of Committees.
Members are entitled to the preflx'-
"Honourable.' The Constitution Acts
Amendment (Re-election of Ministers)
Act, 1947, provided that Members on
acceptance of Ministerial Office no
longer need seek re-election.

The following is the "Qualification of
Electors":-

The Constitution Act Amendment
Act, 1899, extended the right to vote
to both sexes. Every person seeking
to be registered as an elector must
(1) be at least twenty-one years of
age, and not subject to any legal in-
capacity; (2) be a natural-born or
naturalised subject of Her Majesty,
resident in the State for six months:
(2) either (a) possess within the
electoral province for which he seeks
to be registered a Legal or Equitable
Freehold estate of the clear value of
£50; or (b) be a householder within
the province, the dwelling-house being
of the clear annual value of £17; or
(c) be a holder of a leasehold of the
clear annual value of £17: or (d) be
a holder of a lease or license from the
Crown at an annual rental of at least
£10: or, (e) have his or her name on
the Electoral List of a Municipality or
Road Board in respect of property in.
the province of an annual rental value
of £17. 'When registered he or she
shall be entitled to vote for each or
any number of candidates not exceed-
ing the number,' of members to be
elected for the province.

No foreigner or person who has no~t
become a naturalised subject of Her
Majesty, or any person who has been
attainted or convicted of treason,
felony, or any infanmous offence in any
part of Her Majesty's dominions, and
has not served his sentence for the
same or has not received a free pardon
for such offence; or is of unsound
mind or in receipt of relief from
Government or from any charitable
institution, shall be qualified to regis-
ter as an elector except in respect
of freehold property; no aboriginal
native of Asia, or Africa, or person
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of the half-blood shall be entitled to
be registered. No elector can be
registered more than once for a pro-
vince. No person possessing more
than one qualification within a pro-
vince Is thereby entitled to be regis-
tered more than once for that province.

I hope every member In this House under-
stands exactly what that means, as it is
the reason for my bringing down this
Bill to provide for adult franchise for the
Legislative Council. What I have read
to the House is full of anomalies and is
frightening.

A great expense is imposed upon the
taxpayers of this State because the Gov-
ernment. sees fit to bold two elections,
instead of having them on the same day
as did the Labor Government. It is a
camouflage which is adopted to confuse
the people. That is why the elections are
held on separate days: and the expense
is a heavy one for the State. It Is super-
fluous; it need not be. There is no reason
for it except to keep the people in ignor-
ance-as they are now-of the real object
of the franchise of this House. It costs
thousands of pounds to hold these two
separate elections. Although I have asked
in this House time and time again what
the cost of this Chamber is to the State
of Western Australia, I have never yet
received a satisfactory answer from the
Minister.

The following is a quotation from Modern
flerntcraey by Joseph Clayton-

Modern democracy does not tolerate
slavery, it will not admit the perma,-
nent exclusion of anybody from en-
franchisement.

At the present time the Legislative Coun-
cij denies many people enfranchisement
and that is why I have included the word
"franchise" in the preamble to this Bill.

In Western Australia all are taxed for
national purposes, and responsibilities have
to be accepted. As I have said before, all
those over 21 have to do everything, includ-
ing fighting for their country; but they
are not allowed to stand for election for
this House except under certain circum-
stances and they must be 30 years of
age. -Every avenue of information
through the Press and other means Is
availed of to keep the people of Western
Australia uninformed of the restrictions
under which they live, and to my way of
thinking that is a negation of democracy.
It always has been so and always will be.
I can see no other reason for these restric-
tions being imposed upon the people of
Western Australia except to keep them in
ignorance of their right to vote for the
Upper House.

I have been canvassing lately, and as I
go around I still have to argue with some
people to try to convince them that al-
though they do not own property they do
have the right to vote.

The Hon. A. R. Jones: They have on]
to read the card to see that.

The Hon. R. F. HUTCHISON; No; thc
do not understand that. Women caxmn
understand why, although they are tour
to be on the roll for the Legislative A4
sembly and on the Commonwealth roll, ani
are compelled to vote for those election
they cannot be on the roll for the Legisle
tive Council because they are housewvive
and the husband is the householder.
takes some explaining.

This is a slow, hard way of teachir
people what the franchise for the LegLi
lative Council is. The task should not I
imposed on people who desire to stand f(
election to this House and contribute I
the Government of the country. It is a
wrong. The Legislative Council franchhi
denies about two-thirds of the people
Western Australia the right to vote. Th
is a young country and we hear about ii
possibilities and how this State Is growir
quickly. We are told that Western Auw
tralia is a potentially wealthy State: an
yet only one-third of the people can vol
for the Upper House which has absolul
power, whereas everyone is compelled I
vote for the Lower House. Such is tl
indignity placed upon these people that
would not like to repeat in this Rouse son:
of the things that are said to me.

I have been asked why the situation
not altered and I thereupon have to explai
that we cannot alter it until such time
pressure is brought to bear from outside-
which is the best way in which it could k
accomplished-or until such time as tt
Labor Party gains a majority in the UppE
House. I have explained to them that
is impossible for us in a minority to alt(
the franchise in this House.

To deny two-thirds of the people ti
right to vote for the Upper House is equi
to forcing them to live in a state of sem
serfdom,. despite the fact that democrac
is a favourite theme of the anti-Labc
forces through the Press and all avenw(
of propaganda.

I know that anyone who says the,;
things in this House is not popular, bi
one should be able to stand here and spes
the truth as one sees it. The fact is, ho%
ever, that might rules right In all sphen(
of Government and semi-Governmen
This applies right down to local authoritie
agricultural pursuits, and all matters pei
tamning to urban areas. Power is used fc
the benefit of the few and to the detrimer
of the miany.

Point of Order

The Hon. G. C. MacKANNON: On a pair
of order, might I draw your attention, M!
President, to Standing Orders Nos. 391. 39.
and 394 (a).
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President's Ruling
The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.

Diver): Mr. MacKinnon has drawn MY
attention to Standing Order 391 which
reads--

No Member shall reflect upon any
vote of the Council except for the
purpose of moving that such vote be
rescinded.

It is questionable whether, under this
Standing Order, Mrs. Hutchison is not
moving for the vote under discussion to be
rescinded; but I think it would be more
appropriate If I drew the attention of the
House to Standing Order No. 394 which
reads-

No Member shall use offensive words
against either House of Parliament, or
against any Statute.

Therefore, I would ask Mrs. Hutchison to
refrain from quoting what this House has
done f rom time to time, and to address
herself to her Bill.

The Hon. R.. F. HUTCHISON: Does that
mean I cannot speak on the franchise for
the House?

The PRESIDENT (The Ron. L. C.
Diver): It means nothing of the sort. It
means that the honourable member must
speak on the franchise for the House with-
out casting any reflections upon the House.

The honourable member may speak of
any improvement she may desire.

Debate (on motion) Resumed
The I-Ion. R. F. HUTCHISON: I am

doing my best to be fair, and it is the
franchise for this House which is the
stumbling block to everything I desire, to
do and everything the party to which I
belong desires to do. The plain fact is that
the people of Western Australia cannot
make their voices heard because they
cannot cast a vote. There is no getting
away from that; it is just plain truth.

Since I have been in this House-for
nine years--I know I have been a nuisance
to the party now in Government by my
reiteration of the wrongs the people suffer
under the franchise for the Legislative
Council. It is undemocratic, in my opinion.
and I think I have a right to say so here.
We in the Labor Party fight for it. We are
out now tramping the streets in order to
place people's names on the roll. We try
to explain to them who can vote and who
cannot. That, to me, Is democracy. At
least we have the right to get up and
speak of what we consider are the wrongs
imposed upon the people as a whole. These
wrongs are imposed upon the people by
the members who are opposed to the
labor Party in this House.

That is what I am speaking about today.
I am speaking in the name of the men and
women who are so unjustly disfranchised
and who are virtually muicted of their

wages by rates and taxes and compelled by
an unjust law to pay towards the heavy
cost of Upper House elections. It is on
behalf of these people that I seek support
for this Bill.

Adult franchise is a prerequisite of
democratic government, and I think that
a revision of the Legislative Council fran-
chise is long overdue. We have bad to
fight for everything aver the ages, and we
have now what we call a democratic way
of life. in Queensland there is no Legis-
lative Council and in Victoria there is an
adult franchise. Tasmania is on a different
system from ours. South Australia, I think,
holds on to the franchise as it is today
but returned soldiers get the vote. In New
South Wales the Council is simply a
House nominated by Parliament itself.

But to say that we are not out of step
with the times Just would not be true. If
members of this House got quietly down
to thinking, they would know what is
happening. Each year thousands of people
are going on to this roll, and I think it is
up to this House to give thought to the
matter in terms of fairness and democracy.

It is not democractic. to give one man a
vote because he owns a house; and because
his next-door neighbour-who is probably
a citisen of much worth and possessions--
is boarding at that moment, he cannot
have. a vote for the Legislative Council.
it is not right. There is nothing just about
that.

Those people who are disfranchised in
Western Australia are being treated as
second-class citizens. That would be true.
A man without a vowe must be classed as
a second-class citizen. That might Probably
apply to some of the wives of members of
this House, if only they thought the matter
out.

This is the only State I know of where
a returned serviceman is denied a vote
unless he owns a house or rents a house.
or owns a block of land or leases. a block
of land. And I have found out there are
three different kinds of leases. A man who
has been ready to put his body between
the enemy and the forces of democracy
is denfied a vote to say what he would like
to do.

I could speak on one section of the
Workers' Compensation Act, which has
been thrown out in this House time and
time again. This is the only State which
has not got the to-and-from clause. if
a man under the State award was to go-

The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver): Order! The honourable member
must confine her remarks to the Bill.

The Hon, R.. F. HUTCHISON:- This is the
Bill. This is one of the anomalies it is,
concerned with. I paint out that if that
man is living with his people in a home.
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or is boarding, or is living In a fiat that
has not got a door opening out on to the
roadway-how silly can the Act get I-he
cannot put his name down and vote for
the Legislative Council of this State. Yet
that 'nan might be a returned soldier. if
he goes out and is killed on his way to
work or on his way home his People could
be left destitute. I mentioned a case
which happened in Albany. Before that
man was killed he could not get a vote
to say whether he agreed with that state
of affairs or not. If that is not a nega-
tion of democracy I have still to find one.

I propose to illustrate some of the
things I see wrong in this Legislative
Council franchise. It Is the same in local
government. It is tied up with local gov-
ernment In that way. The franchise for
local government must have followed that
for the Legislative Council, because the
latter was here before local government.
It is the same there. It is a privilege vote.
it is all one picture to me. I have written
papers on it. I have put much study into
it; and the same thing comes out: that
this Is an unfair imposition on the people
of Western Australia. It is time we
altered it.

Bills have been introduced in this House
and they have been thrown out each time.
Mr. Nulsen brought one in. There was
a measure brought in last session by Mr.
Heenan to give wives of the electors on
the Legislative Council roll a vote. Mem-
bers made much fuss about a clause which
gave wives of men who were electors on
a local government roll a 'vote if a wife's
husband applied.

To get a wife's niame on the local gov-
ernment roil her husband has to apply,
and he has from the 15th December until
the 15th January to do so. The roll
for the Legislative Council usually dioses
in February, and I suppose the local gov-
ernment roll has to be printed in that
time. Then we would have to go out and
advise the electors, wherever they were,
that they could have this vote and they
should fill in a card, and so on. It is
negative in the year in which it is done
because of the time factor. It would have
been no good trying last year. One would
have to try this year in order to vote at
the next election, and by that time a local
government authority could cross off a
name. All local governent has to do
to notify people is to hang the rate book
outside the door of the Shire Council from
the 15th December to the 15th January. If
there is anything more undemocratic than
that, members can tell me. It is all tied
up in the main reason, which is to keep
the people of Western Australia in dark-
ness and in subjugation. I kno* they are
not nice words to use, but they are per-
fectly true.

The Hon. J. 0. Hislop: They are stupid
words.

The Hon. R. F. HUTCHISON: I know
the honourable doctor does not like to
hear that, but he is not very democratic
either.

Point o1 Order
The Hon. J. 0. HISLOP: Mr. President,

on a point of order-
The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.

Diver): Order!I Mrs. Hutchison will be
seated.

The Hon. J. Gl. HISLOP: I think, Mr.
President, we have all had enough per-
sonal abuse in the years gone by and on
this occasion, and I think this House has
been abused in a manner which Ill be-
comes the honourable member. I would
ask her to withdraw her remarks,

The PRESIDEN4T (The Hon. L. C.
Diver): Dr. Hislop has asked that Mrs.
Hutchison withdraw her remarks.

The Hon. U. F, HUTCHISON; I with-
draw any remark which has offended the-
bonourable member. I an, sorry that he
could not listen to it-

The Hon. J. G. HISLOP: I would like
the honourable member to withdraw her
remarks.

Th'e PRESIDENT (The H-on. L. C.
Diver): Will the honourable member
withdraw her remarks?

The Hon. R. P. HUTCHISON: Yes, I
withdraw them.

Debate (on motion) Resumed
Th Hon. R. F. HUTCHISON: I amn

speaking in favour of this Bill for adult
franchise in regard to the Legislative
Council of Western Australia. I hope
there is enough democratic thought
abroad now that sees the necessity for
giving everyone a vote for the Legislative
Council. Ours is the most undemocratic
franchise In Australia. Even in South Aus-
tralia a returned serviceman can apply
to have his name placed on the roll. I
am sorry that I have to be so dra~stic on
this matter, but democracy is something
which is built by slow, hard, and pains-
taking effort. Men have suffered and died
for it before now. We do not have to do
that at this moment.

I am hoping that this franchise will be
agreed to. If it is not, I think the time will
come when it will do what has happened
before-it will explode, and something
will happen which will point out to
those who have imposed this restriction
that people are not just nonentities. They
desire and they deserve a better deal than
they get under the franchise for this
House.

I have not shifted my ground. I came
here as an opponent of the franchise for
this House. I was elected on that and I
have definitely tried to do my duty. I was
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interested to read in the Dailyi News of
the 4th April, 1963, when there was a
move by the Labor Party to have some of
its members elected to local shire councils,
the following leader:-

The Perth Chamber of Commerce is
to be commended for its call to public-
minded businessmen to contest-

The PRESIDEN'T (The Hon. L. C.
Diver): Order! I would direct the hon-
ourable member's attention to the fact that
she is not addressing herself to the Bill
before the Chamber.

The Hon. R. F. HUTCHISON: But it is
all one picture, Mr. President. One cannot
separate the franchise for this House from
the one covering local government. How
can one do It? It says here-

The unfortunate attempt of the La-
bor Party to Introduce party politics
into local government-

The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver): Order! We are not dealing with
loc-al government elections now.

Point of Order
The Hon. H. R. ROBINSON: Mr. Presi-

dent, I cannot follow the honoursable mem-
ber, and take an intelligent interest in
what is being said about the Bill we have
before us, if I have to keep referring to
the Local Government Act. Could you
direct me, Mr. President, in regard to the
Bill we are discussing this evening?

The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver): Order! I have that matter in
hand. I would draw the honourable mem-
ber's attention to the fact that I have
directed Mrs. Hutchison to address herself
to the Bill before the Chamber.

Debate (on motion) Resumed
The Hon. R.. F. HUTCHISON:- I am

sorry, Mr. President. There is very little
one can say, other than what I am saying,
when one speaks about a franchise which
is undemocratic and loaded against the
people of Western Australia. one has to
hash and rehash over again one's thoughts
and ideas.

Paint of Order
The Hon. G. C. MacCINNON: Mr.

President, the words "undemocratic" and
"loaded franchise" do cast a reflection on
a vote of this House which actually
authorised that franchise. It might suit
the honourable member to use such words
but it casts a reflection on a vote of this
House.

The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver): I direct Mrs. Hutchison to dis-
continue her repetition on this issue. She
is continuously referring to the franchise
for this House. and I agree with Mr. Mac-
Kinnon that the honourable member is
repeating herself time after time and is
casting a reflection on this House.

Debate (on motion) Resumned
The Hon. R. F. HUTCHISON: The ad-

vantages of adult franchise must surely be
Patent to everyone. With adult franchise
people can make a decision suited to their
own thinking. If something does not suit
them they can vote against it, and if it
does suit them they can vote for it. In
these days I cannot see how the franchise
can or why the francise should, remain as
it is. Adult franchise Is such an advantage
that surely it is obvious to everyone. It
is an advantage to have everyone able to
say what he or she thinks.

It is compulsory to vote for the Ljegisla-
Live Assembly; but when we come to
the Legislative Council voting is not com-
pulsory and it is restricted. I do not know
what other word I could use for it, Mr.
President, if I could not use the word
"undemocratic". I would not know how
to express it. At Legislative Assembly elec-
tions every person in Western Australia,
with few exceptions, can express his wish
whether he likes this person or that person
to represent him In the Government.

The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver): Order! I would draw the honour-
able member's attention to the fact that
when she came into this House she took
an oath to comply with the Standing or-
ders, and it is not aL question of what she
might think about them.

The Hon. R.. V. HUTCHISO)N: Mr. Presi-
dent, does that mean I cannot voice an
objection to anything to which I object,
or does it mean that I have to be dumb
and put up with things as they are?

The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver): Order! I take strong exception
to the statement of the honourable mem-
ber about not being able to say anything.
She has been given great latitude in this
Chamber and it ill becomes her to cast
any reflection on members. She has been
shown great leniency and I would ask her
to refrain from repetition about the
Chamber being undemocratic. The hon-
ourable member can speak to her ]Bill
without casting reflections on this House.

The Hon. R.. F. HUTCHISON:, I w-ant
to protest against women not getting a
vote. This is an anomaly in the franchise.
If a woman is the wife of an elector and
if she and her husband rent a house, the
husband has a vote but the wife has not.
Yet If th at same wife left her husband
and set up house on her own, and paid
the rent from her own earnings, she
could have a vote for the L-egislative Coun-
cil.

I am speaking for the wives of electors
who are denied a vote by the franchise
for the Upper House. It is a great anomaly
and women continue to write to me about
it. I have a sheaf of letters in my drawer,
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but I will not weary the House by reading
them, about the stand I took against it
when I was unfortunately suspended. Those
letters have shown me the way women
are thinking. They are not always vocal
but they are thinking about these matters
and they want to know what I am doing
to alter the position. When I try to
explain to them it is very difficult to make
them understand. That is why I have
to get up here and try to express my views.

Even The West Australian, which no-
one could claim is partial in ay way to
the party I represent, advocated that the
time is long overdue when adult franchise
should be introduced into the Legislative
Council. It gives me courage to know
that when I stand up in a House which
has all male members, except myself, other
people are thinking along similar lines
and the time has come for adult franchise
for the Legislative Council to be intro-
duced into this State.

I have had many congratulations about
the introduction of this measure and I
am hopeful that the House will listen to
me and agree to it. I have not included
compulsory voting in this Bill. I am asking
for one single change only and that is for
everyone to have the right to vote. The
ether improvements can follow. I ask
members to support the Bill, and I hope
they will do so. It is not pleasant always
to be standing up and speaking about the
same thing, but I hope that the measure
will be agreed to on this occasion and
that it will end the discussions on this
question.

I hope this anomaly can be rectified. I
speak for hundreds of thousands of people.
When I am canvassing during election
time many people protest to me about this
anomaly. There is onfly one simple state-
ment for me to make before I sit down;
namely, that democracy should rule in
this House by the franchise being granted
to every adult, thus enabling everyone to
have a vote. No-one will ever bear me
protesting again if that is granted.

Point of Order
The Hon. A. F. GRIFhFITH: Mr. Presi-

dent, I am obliged to ask you for a ruling
on this Bill, and to seek your advice as to
whether It conflicts with section 46 (1) of
the Constitution Acts Amendment Act. In
doing so. I take the opportunity to point
out to you that in Vol. 154 of the 1959
Parliamentary Debates, at page 2816 your
ruling on the Electoral Act Amendment
Bill (No. 2) is recorded. That Bill was
introduced by The Hon. Rt. P. Hutchison in
that session of Parliament, and you ruled
it out of order. The honourable member
also had another Bill which sought to
amend the Constitution Acts Amendment
Act which, because of your ruling, was
eventually withdrawn by her. Naturally
enough, the House was not made aware of

the contents of that Bill. On page 2816 of
the volume I have just referrd to, your
comments appear as follows:-

At yesterday's sitting the Minister
for Mines made a request that I should
inform the House whether this Bill
was in order, and whether it required
a Message from the Governor. I have
examined the measure. In accordance
with section 46 (1) of the Constitution
Acts Amendment Act, Bills appropriat-
ing revenue should not originate in
the Legislative Council.

The Bill introduced by the honour-
able member provides for tile same
entitlement to enrolment and voting
for the Legislative Council as now
applies for the Legislative Assembly,
and a considerable amount of expendi-
ture would therefore be necessary in
the adjustment of rolls and other
matters concerned with electoral pro-
cedure.

The Bill referred to by the Minister
for Mines, which was received in this
House from the Legislative Assembly
in 1958, was almost identical with the
Bill now under consideration, and was
introduced into the Legislative As-
sembly under cover of a message
appropriating revenue. I therefore
rule the Bill out of order as it infringes
section 46 (1) of the Constitution Acts
Amendment Act.

It seems to me that the Hill now before
the House, if passed, would have the same
effect, and I would ask you to give a ruling
on whether the Hill is out of order.

The PREBEDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver): The Minister for Mines has asked
me to give a ruling on whether this Bill
is out of order. I will give the matter con-
sideration and deliver my ruling on
Tuesday next.

The Hon. R. F. Hutchison: Can I rise
on a Point of order, Mr. President?

The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver): There is no point of order, Mrs.
Hutchison, and the discussion is closed.

Debate adjourned, on mnotion by The
Ron. A. F. Griffith (Mlinister for Justice).

House adjourned at 5.50 p~.m.


